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DRAFT OF REPLY TO LETTER IRCM DIRECTOR BYRHES OH METHODS

OP CURTAILING FURCE&SIIG POKER

November 9, 19L&

(Salutation to be supplied)

During the next 60 days I anticipate that the Treasury will

borrow about $12 billion. Unless new and vigorous means are adopted

to reach non-bank lenders, about | billion of this amount will have

to be borrowed from the banks* During the fiscal year ending next June

30f the Treasury will borrow about I6I4. billion, of which under present

plans, about fljO billion, will have to ccme from the banks. Sie sit-

uation thus created is without precedent, both in the magnitude of the

sums involved and in the difficulty of the problems raised for those

charged with responsibility for the monetary policy. The problem may

be summarized by saying that never before has there been a greater need

for monetary and credit policy designed to restrict civilian expenditure1

The outlook for adopting such a policy, however, is not promising.

War expenditures have created the need for restrictive meas-

ures on consumers1 buying and unwillingness to divert enough of thi s

buying power through taxation or compulsory saving has made it im-

possible to adopt control measures in the area of monetary and credit

policy. Treasury needs must be met, and, if the money does not came

from the public, it has to coae from the banks. Only a change in those
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financing methods can deal "with the problem of excess purchasing power

that has been created and can restore to the Reserve System any real

prospect of being able to cope with the inflationary danger, present

and post-war, that has arisen out of the purchase of Government securi-

ties by the banking system and the resulting growth in our money supply.

Baese considerations explain why the Reserve System has a

special interest in this problem as -well as the more general interest

in avoiding inflation that it shares with other Government agencies con-

cerned with broad economic policy*

I welcome an opportunity for frank discussion of this subject

because I believe that action on this front is required soon* Undue

delay would be fatal to our chances of dealing with inflation success-

fully* A proposal for restricting excessive purchasing power must meet

four requirements:

(1) It must curtail purchasing power where there is purchasing

power to be curtailed* This means that it must go further than the Vic-

tory tax in raising revenue from income recipients exempt from, and

lightly taxed under the regular income tax*

(2) It must raise enough revenue to be measured on the same

scale as our war expenditures and as the inflationary gap which those

expenditures have created* Hae inflationary gap, measured Istween the

present time and the month of June 1943t amounts to some |20 billion a

year* Additional tax revenue not far below this figure will be needed
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to prevent the growth of extensive black markets and wide spread unplanned

shortages of goods about the middle of next year* In the current fiscal

year we plan to spend something like #78 billion for war purposes* In

the coming calendar year these expenditures may amount to about |90 billion*

Under present legislation we will raise less than a quarter of these sums

by taxation* This compares badly with the British and the Canadian achieve-

ment in covering close to half of their expenditures with taxation* To

match their performances about $15 billion in additional revenue will be

required next year*

(3) Measures must be capable of being applied quickly* In-

flation will not wait for us to follow the usual procedure of administer-

ing the bitter medicine of war taxation in gradually increasing doses*

I believe that a withholding tax of at least #£ per cent( rrr^^mnm^^'

the Victory tax rate) 4ttm rtnrmni t y rp4"? rani thr ' iili 1 n ' I ,

should be applied at the beginning of January* In more normal times we

could afford to make a shift to a current collection basis, with all the

advantages to the taxpayer that a shift would bring with it* We cannot

afford to make such a shift now* Tax withheld on payments of income in

19^3 should be considered as a partial payment of 1/abilitiels on 19lj2

income* We should encourage taxpayers to give up the misleading idea of

thinking of a withholding tax as an additional tax and encourage them to

think of it as what it really is* namely, a convenient method of collect-

ing taxes that would otherwise have to be paid a little later*

(14.) Such measures must be equitable* Tlhen consumers goods

became scarce, as they are becoming, it becomes not less, but more,
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important that the scarce goods should be divided up with reasonable fair-

ness* Ihis means some form of taxation that bears a reasonable relation

to ability to pay, whether the specific tax selected is simply an extension

of our familiar income tax, whether it is an income tax in combination with

compulsory saving, whether it is a spendings tax, or whether it is com-

pulsory savings alone.

Both immediate expediency and the desirability of accumulating

a backlog of post-war spending power seem to indicate compulsory saving,

rather than outright taxation, as the prgferftplo method uf imposing re-

strictions on consumer purchasing power. If a comprehensive compulsory

savings program is adopted, the voluntary savings campaign should be con-

tinued as an outlet for the funds of lenders whose economic circumstances

or whose patriotism make it possible for them to lend the Government even

more than the share assigned to them under a compulsory plan*

In our concern with our fiscal and monetary problems and the

financial remedies for them, we should not forget that the problem of̂

economic mobilization for total war is at bottom a problem of production*

The inflationary gap would disappear if we could find methods to increase

production sufficiently to cover both our military and civilian require-

ments* imong the methods of increasing production, the first in order of

quantitative importance is an increase in the length of the working week,

I favor the general adoption of a scheduled I4S hour week, with whatever

modifications of the law regulating payment of overtime that may be neces-

sary to accomplish this result* Hiis is a method of increasing the volume
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of goods available for civilians to buy*

fie should also make use of every possible non-fiscal method of

making people less eager to buy. Foremost among these is a shift in the

tone of our advertising, which is still devoted to persuading people to

buy as much as possible. Such desire-creating advertising is now def-

initely contrary to the national interest. J21 altogether disproportinate

share of our economic resoources, - labor, newsprint, ink, and transpor-

tation service - is devoted to the production and distribution of adver-

tising. I favor whatever curtailment of this uneconomic use of resources

is consistent with the continued performance of the legitimate functions

of advertising in war time.
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